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Abstract. Double threshold energy detection based cooperative spectrum sensing exist the problem 
of perceived failure and need larger bandwidth to transmit cognitive users’ perceive information. In 
this paper, we propose a method for two problems of spectrum sensing in cognitive radio networks 
(CRNs) aiming to increase the detection performance of the spectrum sensing. The method can 
dynamically change the threshold value according to the perceived result of the previous time, and 
then determine the existence state of the primary user when the energy value is between the high and 
low threshold values. Twice-cooperative spectrum sensing based on double threshold energy 
detection can reduce the perceive information transferred to the fusion decision center and save the 
transmission bandwidth. The simulation results show that this method can effectively improve the 
detection probability of cooperative spectral sensing and reduce the probability of missed detection. 

1. Introduction 

With the rapid development of wireless communication technology, the shortage of spectrum 
resources is becoming more and more serious [1]. The main reason for this situation is that the 
spectrum resources are not fully utilized due to the fixed spectrum management policies. In order to 
solve the problem, the concept of cognitive radio (CR) is proposed by Mitola et al [2]. The purpose is 
hoping cognitive users can access to the authorized spectrum of the idle state. The communication 
quality of primary users must be ensured during the data transfer process. So cognitive users have to 
be able to accurately and quickly perceive the spectrum around them, and determine the state of 
primary users, which is spectrum sensing technology. Cooperative spectrum sensing technology can 
solve the problem of low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), shadow effect, multipath fading to some extent 
[3, 4], so it becomes the most widely used spectrum sensing technology [5]. 

Among the local detection technology for cooperative spectrum sensing, energy detection 
implementation is simple, do not need to know the primary users of priori information, and did not 
limit detection signal types, high practicality, therefore is most used in cooperative spectrum sensing 
local detection technology [6]. Traditional energy detection algorithm sampled samples is big, in the 
low SNR situation detection performance is poorer, therefore this paper proposes a small sample of 
double threshold cooperative spectrum sensing method, this method effectively reduces the cognitive 
user's interference with the primary user, but when the energy value is between the high and low 
threshold values exist perceive failure [7]. To solve the problem of perceive of failure in double 
threshold energy detection, of cooperative spectrum sensing is put forward to the local ruling divided 
into perceive information between the high and low threshold and local decision two parts, the use of 
decision fusion center for soft and hard decision of this respectively, and then make a final decision, 
to determine the state of primary users, this method has solved the perception of failure problem in 
double threshold energy detection, but increased the computational complexity of decision fusion 
center [8]. In this paper, a twice-cooperative spectrum sensing method based on double threshold 
energy detection is proposed and analyzes the system detection performance under Additive White 
Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel.  
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2. Traditional cooperative spectrum sensing 

The principle of energy detection is by comparing the energy value and the threshold set in 
advance. If the energy value is less than the threshold, then the primary user does not exist; otherwise 
there is the primary user. The spectrum sensing model can be represented as a binary hypothesis 
model based on the occupancy of the primary user's signal. Set ( )v k to be AWGN signal, 
( )x k indicates the signal received by the cognitive user, ( )s k  is the transmitter signal of the primary 

user, the binary hypothesis model can be expressed as: 
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Where 0H  indicates that the primary user signal is not present in the detected frequency band, and 

1H indicates that the primary user signal exists in the detected frequency band. Using the method of 
mathematical statistics, according to the energy value accumulated by ( )x k  , the judgment statistic is 
defined as: 
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The judgment statistic follows the chi-square distribution, that is: 
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Whereu  is the time domain bandwidth product proportional to the sample number K, 2

2
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u

x  is a 

noncentral chi-square distribution with a degree of freedom of 2u  , 2

2u
x  is a center chi-square 

distributio with a degree of freedom of 2u ,   is the SNR. Under AWGN channel, set the low 
threshold value as 1thE and the high threshold value as 2thE . 

In double threshold energy detection, if the energy value 2thY E , the perceptual result is 1H , 
which indicates the primary user signal is in the detection frequency band, and the cognitive user can 
not use the frequency band. If the energy value 1thY E , the perceptual result is 0H , which indicates 
the primary user signal is not in the detection frequency band, and the cognitive user can use the 
frequency band. If the received energy value is between the high and low threshold values 
( 1 2th thE Y E   ), it does not enter this decision and perform spectrum sensing again. The formulas 
for detection probability dP , false alarm probability fP , and missed detection probability mP of double 
threshold energy detection under AWGN channel are: 
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The detection probability dP  represents the probability of cognitive users correctly detects primary 
user signal presence in the test band. The false alarm probability fP indicates that there is no primary 
user in the test band, but the Y  value is greater than the threshold value. In other words, the energy 
detector thinks there is a primary user. Missed detection probability mP indicates that there is a 
primary user in the test band, but the Y value is less than the threshold value. In other words, the 
energy detector does not think there is a primary user.  

In the formula ( , )uQ a b  is the Generalized Marcum Q function, 
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Traditional cooperative spectrum sensing is cognitive users using the double threshold energy 
detection perceive the same frequency band, transfer perceive information to the fusion decision 
center, and then according to the decision fusion determine the state of the primary user. The flow 
chart diagram is shown in figure1. 

 
Fig. 1   Traditional cooperative spectrum sensing flow chart  

3. Twice-cooperative Spectrum Sensing 

Although the traditional cooperative spectrum sensing improves the detection performance, but 
there is a third state, means the value is 1 2th thE Y E  , which judgment result is not obtained, and 
reduce the reliability of the detection performance. At present, the solution to this problem is mainly 
through performing spectrum sensing multiple times, but this solution increases the time of spectrum 
sensing. Therefore put forward the method of the twice-cooperative spectrum sensing based on 
improved double threshold energy detection. That is, the third state between in high and low 
threshold is improved and through a spectrum of perception can determine the existence of the 
primary user status, which shorten the perception time. The flow chart diagram of improved double 
threshold energy detection is shown in figure 2. 

The formulas for detection probability dP , false alarm probability fP , and missed detection 
probability mP of improved double threshold energy detection under AWGN channel are: 
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Among:  
0 1（H ）+ （H ）=1P P                                                                                                                       (10) 

Set the detection probability of the traditional double threshold energy detection and improved 
double threshold energy detection is 1dP and 2dP , and the missed detection probability is 1mP and 2mP ，
and compare the magnitude of  1dP and 2dP , 1mP and 2mP . 

2 1 0 2 1 1 2( ) ( 2 , ) ( ) ( 2 , )- ( 2 ,d d u th u th u thP P P H Q E P H Q E Q E        
0 1 th2 1 th2 1[ ( ) ( )] （Y E |H ）- （Y E |H ） 0P H P H P P       

2 1d dP P Indicates the improved double threshold energy detection increases the detection 
probability of the system. Similarly, 2 1m mP P  can be proved, which indicates this method reduces 
the missed detection probability of the system. 
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Fig. 2 Improved double threshold energy detection flow chart 

In the process of twice-cooperative spectrum sensing based on improved double threshold energy 
detection, we assume that cognitive users are divided into different groups by upper layers, each 
group is independent of each other [9], and the cognitive users in the group are also independent. In 
each group, the cognitive radio can choose a cognitive user with the maximum SNR as the 
cluster-head, which collects the local decision from other cognitive users, and conducts the group 
internal decision fusion then sends the fusion result to cognitive base (first cooperation). Cognitive 
base receives the fusion result from cluster-head, and makes the final decision using decision fusion. 
Determine the state of the primary user (second cooperation). The flow chart diagram of 
twice-cooperative spectrum sensing is shown in figure 3. 

 
Fig. 3 Twice-cooperative spectrum sensing flow chart 
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4. Simulation and Analysis  

In this section, we use MATLAB to simulate the spectrum sensing under “OR” logic operation and 
“AND” logic operation. The simulation results are presented by the cooperative spectrum sensing 
ROC (complementary receiver operating characteristic) curve. Simulation of transmission channel 
selecting AWGN channel. The number of cognitive users involved in the cooperative is 10.The 
number of groups is 2 and the number of every group is 4 and 6, the SNR of cooperative users submit 
to the range of (-18, -19) dB of uniform distribution. When given the decision fusion criteria and the 
fusion decision false alarm probability, the false alarm probability of each cognitive user can be 
obtained by the relationship between the false alarm probability of fusion decision and the false alarm 
probability of each cognitive user [10], then determine the decision threshold value as thE  [4].Set the 
low threshold value as 1 0.8th thE E  , the high threshold value as 2 1.2th thE E  , and the time 
domain bandwidth product 5u  . 

 
Fig. 4 (a) Detection probability comparison   (b) Missed detection probability comparison 

The ROC curve of the three plans is shown in figure 4 when the decision fusion criterion is the 
“AND” logic operation. Compared with traditional cooperative spectrum sensing based on improved 
double threshold energy detection, the detection probability of twice-cooperative spectrum sensing 
based on improved double threshold energy detection can be increased by about 12%, the missed 
detection probability can be reduced by about 25%. Compared with traditional cooperative spectrum 
sensing based on double threshold energy detection, the detection probability of traditional 
cooperative spectrum sensing based on improved double threshold energy detection can be increased 
by about 11%, the missed detection probability can be reduced by about 25%. 

 
Fig. 5 (a) Detection probability comparison   (b) Missed detection probability comparison 

The ROC curve of the three plans is shown in figure 5 when the decision fusion criterion is the 
“OR” logic operation. Compared with traditional cooperative spectrum sensing based on improved 
double threshold energy detection, the detection probability of twice-cooperative spectrum sensing 
based on improved double threshold energy detection can be increased by about 24%, the missed 
detection probability can be reduced by about 30%. Compared with traditional cooperative spectrum 
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sensing based on double threshold energy detection, the detection probability of traditional 
cooperative spectrum sensing based on improved double threshold energy detection can be increased 
by about 15%, the missed detection probability can be reduced by about 30%.  

5. Conclusion 

Through the comparison of twice-cooperative spectrum sensing based on improved double 
threshold energy detection, traditional cooperative spectrum sensing based on improved double 
threshold energy detection and traditional cooperative spectrum sensing based on double threshold 
energy detection, the detection performance of twice-cooperative spectrum sensing based on 
improved double threshold energy detection is better.  

The ROC curves for “AND” and “OR” rules in decision fusion strategy, which detection 
probability can be increased by about 12% and 24% compared with traditional cooperative spectrum 
sensing. The missed detection probability can be reduced by about 25% and 30% compared with 
traditional cooperative spectrum sensing. Not only improves the systematic detection performance, 
also reduces the amount of computing in the fusion decision center, saving bandwidth. 
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